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In regard to authenticity of the claim of the police concerned that power of attorney given by Babu Singh to Dinesh Pratap Singh is no
more valid as it was cancelled by the Babu Singh in the year 2000 is baseless which is quite obvious from the attached copy of the power
of attorney provided by the office of registrar at Lucknow on 05/10/2019 to the counsel of the applicant. Sir, please take the perusal of the
attached PDF documents to the grievance which was made available by the office of the registrar at Lucknow on 05/10/2019 to the
counsel of the applicant. Whether it has been rejected by the Babu Singh and moreover same was accepted by the Registrar concerned?
Sir, how much efforts will be made by the police of the state capital Lucknow to conceal the true facts of the case and keep the senior
rank officers in dark and away from the factual position of the case? Everyone knows that the power of attorney is a legally valid
document and enforceable under law of land, therefore, its revocation must be in accordance with the prescribed procedures as follows.
Making A Revocation Legally Valid And Enforceable, followings are the prescribed norms which had to be followed by the concerned but
they never did anything in accordance with the rule of law and prescribed provisions of law of land. It is fairly simple to make a legally
valid Revocation of Power of Attorney. All you need to do is carry out the following steps-If the Power of Attorney you wish to revoke was
notarized or registered, you will need to do the same for the Revocation document as well. Send a copy to the Attorney. Keep in mind the
revocation is effective if it is received by the Attorney. Sending it via registered post would be ideal. No such document was ever sent to
the aggrieved applicant if anything they did, only to terrorise the applicant and his family member that his power of attorney is forged quite
obvious from the implications of serious fabricated charges not only on the applicant but also on the wife and daughter of the applicant.
VVhether it is a reflection of the rule of law in the state or sheer anarchy and an inscrutable face of the sphinx? Send a copy of the
Revocation of Power of Attorney to banks/institutions where the Attorney may have acted on your behalf. Can police reveal such acts
followed by the false claimants moreover attached documents itself revealing the factual position that where the power of attorney was
registered the same office has provided the copy of the power of attorney which is still not revoked which simply means that Lucknow
bench of High court of Judicature at Allahabad was misled? The honourable court had only ordered to open the lock then open the gate
so that multi named lady Anuradha Singh may seek a civil remedy but Lucknow police is either a court or was delegated the power of civil
court quite obvious from the chronology of consequential events took place. Send a copy to where the POA was registered. Eg deed
registry, land titles office etc. Copy available in the office of the registrar at Lucknow is power of attorney given by Babu Singh to Dinesh
Pratap Singh which is not revoked by the registrar at Lucknow. Vide attached PDF documents which prove the claims of the aggrieved
applicant.
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RTI REQUEST DETAILS
Registration No.: DOCMO/FU2020/60003
Type of Receipt : Online Receipt
Name : Yogi M P Singh

Date of Receipt: 05/01/2020
Language of Request; English

.

Gender Male

Address: Mohalla Surekapuram, Jabalpur Road, Sangmohal post office, Pin:231001
State: Uttar Pradesh
Phone No.: +91-

Country : India
Mobile No.: +91-7379105911

Email: yogimpsingh@gmail.com
Status(RuralfUrban) : Details not provided
Is Requester Below Poverty Line ? : No
Amount Paid : 10

Education Status : Above Graduate
Citizenship Status Indian
Mode of Payment Payment Gateway

.

Mode(s) of information Supply: Hard Copy
RAM JIYAWAN
Request Pertains to :
........ ...........
..... ............ _ ___________ _____
The matter is concerned with Grievance Status for registration number: PM0PG/E/2019/0617755
detail is attached. As an authorized representative of Dinesh Pratap Singh, applicant invites
following information pointwise. 1-Provide the notings made in regard to the aforementioned
Information Sought; grievance. 2-Name and designation of staff who accepted the report and considered the grievance
disposed of 3-Make available copy of report taking recourse of which grievance was disposed.
4-Make available circular, legislation, notification which may authorize other public authority to
redress the submitted grievance attached.

Does it concern the life or Liberty of a Person ? Details not provided.
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